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Operational Water Management Plan (Version 3)
1. Purpose/Report Summary
The purpose of this Report is to present to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
(MVLWB/the Board) the Operational Water Management Plan (Version 3) (the Plan) as
submitted by De Beers Canada Inc. (De Beers) to fulfill Part G, item 4 of Water Licence
(Licence) MV2005L2-0015.
2. Background
• June 9, 2016 – Board approves the Plan (V.1) contingent upon receipt of an updated Plan
(V.2) in accordance with comments made by reviewers and written confirmation of
conformity from Board staff;
• July 13, 2016 – De Beers submits the updated Plan (V.2); Board staff provide written
confirmation that the requested changes were addressed;
• March 1, 2017 – De Beers submits the Plan (V.3);
• March 22, 2017 – Reviewer comments and recommendations due and received;
• March 24, 2017 – De Beers’ responses submitted;
• April 6, 2017 – Plan (V.3) presented to the Board for decision.
3. Discussion
Background
On August 11, 2014, the Board included conditions in Licence MV2005L2-0015 relating to the
Plan. Part G, item 4 of Licence MV2005L2-0015 states that:
A minimum of sixty (60) days prior to the commencement of milling, the Licensee
shall submit an Operational Water Management Plan to the Board for approval.
The Plan shall meet the objectives listed in Part G, item 1, and satisfy the
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requirements of Schedule 5, item 2. The Licensee shall not commence Discharge
from the Water Management Pond until the Board has approved the Plan.
Part G, item 18 of the Licence MV2005L2-0015 states that:
The Licensee shall adhere to the approved Plans referred to in Part G, item 2 (Waste
Management Plan); Part G, items 3, 4, and 5 (Water Management Plans); Part G, item
11 (Erosion and Sediment Management Plan); Part G, item 12 (Explosives Management
Plan); Part G, item 14 (Geochemical Characterization and Management Plan); Part G,
item 15 (Dyke A Construction and Management Plan); Part G, item 16 (Dyke Construction
and Management Plan) and Part G, item 17 (Processed Kimberlite and Waste Rock
Management Plan), and shall annually review the Plans and make any necessary
revisions to reflect changes in operations, or as directed by the Board. Revised plans shall
include a brief summary of the changes made, and shall be presented in a format
consistent with the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board’s Standard Outline for
Management Plans. Revised Plans shall be submitted to the Board for approval at least
sixty (60) days prior to any proposed changes to the requirements in the approved Plan.
De Beers requires the construction of nine water collection ponds (CP) in order to manage
the runoff water (including spring freshet) and dyke seepage inside the Project’s controlled
area. As such, De Beers has updated the Plan to include all water collection ponds and freshet
water management.
On March 1, 2017, De Beers submitted the Plan (V.3) (attached).
Submission Description
The Plan has been updated to include:
1. All water collection ponds and freshet water management; and
2. Additional details on decanting the Fine Processed Kimberlite Containment Facility in the
event that flows through Dyke L (a filter dyke) are impeded (especially in winter time due
to ice build-up), which could result in the freeboard limit in Licence MV2005L2-0015
being approached.
The updates are to address the changes associated with the addition of a new water
collection pond, Hearne CP, which is needed to adequately control spring freshet flows within
the Controlled Area (defined in the Licence MV2005L2-0015 as: the isolated subwatersheds
within Kennady Lake watershed after dewatering and Drawdown, where mining activities will
be undertaken and Water associated with mining activities will be managed. Specifically,
areas 1 through 7.). Further details on the management of freshet water were provided,
including those to be employed during the 2017 spring freshet, and the decanting of water
from the Fine Processed Kimberlite Containment Facility to the Water Management Pond in
the event that freeboard limits governed under Licence MV2005L2-0015 are approached.
Request to Modify Compliance Date
Part G, item 18 of Licence MV2005L2-0015 requires the submission of a revised Operational
Water Management Plan 60 days prior to implementing any changes. In the March 1, 2017
submission, De Beers requested to modify this compliance timeframe to 30 days to ensure
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the collection ponds are established prior to spring freshet which is expected to begin as early
as late April/early May.
The Board can change this compliance date as per Part B, item 7 of the Licence:
The Schedules, the Surveillance Network Program, and any compliance dates
specified in this Licence may be amended at the discretion of the Board. If any
compliance dates for the submission of a plan, report, or program falls on a
weekend or holiday, the plan, report, or program shall be submitted on the following
business day.
4. Comments
Included in the Plan (V.3) is a concordance table that shows where the Plan addresses each
item required by Schedule 5, item 2 of the Licence. Table 1 below lists the components of the
Plan required in the Licence and details on the adequacy of the submission.
Table 1: Plan Completeness
Components of the Plan as required in
Schedule 5, item 2 of the Licence
The Operational Water Management Plan
referred to in Part G, item 4 of this Licence shall
include, but not be limited to, the following:

a)

Information regarding Water and Wastewater
management:

Board staff analysis of the adequacy
of the Plan in addressing the
component
Revision History table
GNWT-ENR comment 1 notes that the
revision history table identified
sections 2.3.5, 2.3.10 and 2.3.12 as
being the only updates in this version
and if other sections had been edited
or modified, De Beers should clearly
identify them. MVLWB comment 1
requested De Beers to provide rational
as to why other sections, which were
removed, weren’t outlined in the
revision history table.
De Beers responded that any changes
material in nature were not
highlighted in the Revision History
table or confirmed that several
sections were removed in error but
would be re-instated.
A revised Plan should be submitted
which outlines all changes that
occurred between Versions.
-
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Components of the Plan as required in
Schedule 5, item 2 of the Licence
i)

ii)

A summary, with appropriate maps or
diagrams, of the components of the Water
management system and all the Water
and Wastewater streams that report to
and from it;
A description of the process and facilities
intended for the purposes of:
a. Obtaining fresh Water from Area
8/Kennady Lake for use at the Project;
b. Obtaining fresh Water from Lake N11
(or adjacent lake) for use to
supplement downstream flows in
Area 8;
c. The collection and management of
surface runoff from the Project;
d. The collection and management of
any Wastewater resulting from the
Project;
e. The management of Sewage;

iii) A description of when the Water balance
will be recalculated; and
iv) Any other information required to
describe how Water and Wastewater will
be managed such that the objectives listed
in Part G, item 1 of this Licence are
achieved.

b)

Information regarding monitoring activities
including:

Board staff analysis of the adequacy
of the Plan in addressing the
component
Sections 2.3 and 2.5.
Adequate.

Section 2.4.
Adequate.
Section 2.4.
Adequate.

Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
Adequate.
Section 2.4.
Adequate.
Section 2.4.
Adequate.
Section 2.5.
Adequate.
Section 2.3.
GNWT-ENR comment 3 requested De
Beers clarify the term ‘low TSS water’
and to provide additional details on
the water quality evaluations prior to
decanting.
De Beers responded that ‘low TSS
water’ was a general term used to
refer to water that has low enough TSS
so as to not put at risk planned
discharge to Lake N11 or A8 from the
water management pond, and a mass
balance evaluation will be carried out
to consider the influence of the TSS of
the Area 2 water on Area 3/5 of the
water management pond.
A revised Plan should be submitted
which includes this new information.
-
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Components of the Plan as required in
Schedule 5, item 2 of the Licence
i)

c)

Details of monitoring, including a rationale
for each component of the Water
management system;
ii) Linkages to other monitoring programs
required in this Licence; and
iii) Any other information about the
monitoring that will be performed to meet
the objectives in Part G, item 1 of this
Licence.
Information about responses to monitoring
results:
i) A description of how the Licensee will link
the results of monitoring to those
corrective actions necessary to ensure that
the objective listed in Part G, item 1 of this
Licence is met. This description shall
include:
a. Definitions, with rationale, for Action
Levels applicable to the performance
of the Water Management Pond with
respect to geotechnical stability,
thermal characteristics, Seepage
quality and quantity, and runoff; and
b. For each Action Level, a description of
how exceedances of the Action Level
will be assessed and generally, which
types of actions will be taken for the
Action Levels exceeded.
ii) Action Level exceedances and actions
taken during the year shall be reported in
the Annual Water Licence Report as per
Part B, item 10 of this Licence and
Schedule 1, item 1.

Board staff analysis of the adequacy
of the Plan in addressing the
component
Section 3.
Adequate.
Section 3.
Adequate.
Section 3.
Adequate.

-

Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
Adequate.

Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
Adequate.

Section 4.
Adequate.

While the Plan (V.3) meets most of the requirements of the Licence (as indicated in Table 1),
some additional information not currently in the Plan was provided by De Beers in response
to reviewer comments; specifically, GNWT-ENR 1 and 3 and MVLWB 1.
5. Reviewer Comments
By March 22, 2017, comments and recommendations on the Plan (V.3) were received from 4
reviewers:
• Environment and Climate Change Canada;
• Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) – Environment and Natural Resources
(ENR); and
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• Board Staff; and
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada.
According to the Board’s Online Review System, Fisheries and Oceans Canada submitted their
comments after the review deadline date (on March 24, 2017). The comment indicates that
they reviewed the Plan and have no comments.
De Beers responded “internally” on March 24, 2017 and formally published their responses
on March 27, 2017. The Review Comment Summary Table (attached) presents the concerns
identified through the review of the Plan (V.3).
6. Security
The GNWT currently holds reclamation security in the amounts of $23,776,270.00 under
Licence MV2005L2-0015 for the Gahcho Kué project. De Beers’ next deposit of security (in
the amount of $40,713,234 under Licence MV2005L2-0015) is due prior to year 4 of
Operations (the end of mining of the Hearne Pit).
No changes to the security are proposed.
7. Conclusion
Board staff concludes that:
1) The Operational Water Management Plan (Version 3) has predominantly addressed the
requirements of the Licence; however, some new information was provided by De Beers
in their responses to reviewer comments, which Board staff suggests should be included
in a revised Plan; and
2) The request to modify the compliance date will not adversely affect the receiving or
downstream environment and will allow De Beers sufficient time to ensure the collection
ponds (including the new Hearne CP Berm) are established prior to spring freshest.
8. Recommendation
Board staff recommends the Board:
1) Approve the Operational Water Management Plan (Version 3) as an interim Plan, and the
associated Reasons for Decision, and require the submission of a revised version. This
revised Plan shall include the information which was removed in error as identified by
reviewers, as well as new clarification information, listed in the attached draft reasons
for decision. The revised Plan will be reviewed by Board staff to ensure conformance with
the decision letter; and
2) Approve the request to modify the compliance date for the submission of the Operational
Water Management Plan (Version 3), from 60 days to 30 days prior to the
implementation of any proposed changes, as required by Part G, item 18 of Licence
MV2005L2-0015.
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9. Attachments
•
•
•
•

Operational Water Management Plan (Version 3)
Reviewer Comment Summary
Draft Reasons for Decision
Draft Decision Letter from the Board
Respectfully submitted,

Angela Love
Regulatory Specialist
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Review Comment Table
Board:

MVLWB

Review Item:

De Beers Gahcho Kue - Operational Water Management Plan - V.3 (MV2005L2-0015)

File(s):

MV2005L2-0015

Proponent:

De Beers Canada Inc - Gahcho Kue

Document(s):

Operational Water Management Plan - Version 3 (34.4 MB)

Item For Review
Distributed On:

Mar 2 at 15:37 Distribution List

Reviewer
Mar 22, 2017
Comments Due By:
Proponent
Mar 24, 2017
Responses Due By:
De Beers Canada Inc. (De Beers) has submitted Version 3 of its Operational Water
Management Plan, for Board approval, on March 1, 2017. This Plan is required by Part
G, item 4 and Schedule 5, item 2 of Licence MV2005L2-0015.

Item Description:

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE PLAN
The Board requests input from parties on the proposed changes to the Plan (Updated
water management plan for water collection ponds and freshet water management
(Sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.10). Addition of FPK Facility decanting to allow for Water
License freeboard requirements in the event of Dyke L flow impedance).
Reviewers are invited to submit questions, comments, and recommendations on this
submission using the Online Review System (ORS) by the review comment deadline
specified below.
All documents that have been uploaded to this review are also available on our public
registry. If you have any questions or comments about the ORS or this review, please
contact Board staff identified below.
In addition to the email distribution list, the following organizations received review
materials by fax:

General Reviewer
Information:

Fort Resolution Métis Council - Trudy King (867)394-3322
Hay River Metis Council - Trevor Beck, President (867)874-4472
NWT Metis Nation - Tim Heron, NWTMN IMA Coordinator (867)872-3586

Contact
Information:

Angela Love 867-766-7456
Jen Potten 867-766-7468
Kierney Leach 867-766-7470
Tyree Mullaney 867-766-7464
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Comment Summary
Environment and Climate Change Canada: Melissa Pinto
ID

Topic

1

None

Reviewer
Proponent Response
Comment/Recommendation
Comment Environment and
Climate Change Canada has
reviewed the De Beers
Gahcho Kue Operational
Water Management Plan
Version 3 and has no
comments at this time.
Recommendation N/A

Mar 27: Acknoweldged

Board Staff Analysis
Noted.

Fisheries and Oceans Canada: Laura Watkinson
ID

Topic

1

General

Reviewer
Proponent Response
Comment/Recommendation
Comment (Submitted after
Mar 27: Acknoweldged
Due Date) DFO has reviewed
the Gahcho Kue - Operational
Water Management Plan - V.3
in accordance with its
mandate and does not have
any comments at this time.
Recommendation N/A

Board Staff Analysis
Noted.

GNWT - ENR: Central Email GNWT
Reviewer
Proponent Response
Comment/Recommendation

ID

Topic

4

General File

1

Topic 1: Scope Comment Based on the
of Review
revision table, it is ENR's
understanding that only
sections 2.3.5, 2.3.10 and
2.3.12 have been updated in
V.3 and as such the current
review was limited to those
sections. ENR expects that
these are the only sections of
the plan that were changed or
revised by De Beers. ENR is
highlighting this as a caution
only and that no other
sections of the submission

Comment (doc) ENR Letter
with Comments and
Recommendations
Recommendation
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Board Staff Analysis
Noted.

Mar 27: The sections identified in
the Version History Table,
Sections 2.3.5, 2.3.10 and 2.3.12
contain the material changes to
the document. Others sections
also received minor adjustments
to ensure text and tables aligned
with the key changes made to
those sections. Section 1.1:
second paragraph adjusted to
indicate that "Construction on
site will take approximately two
to three years" as opposed to
'two years (Year-2 to Year 1).

Board staff request
De Beers submit a
revised Plan which
outlines all changes
which occurred
between Version 2
and Version 3. This
can be done in a
revised Revision
History Table.
Board staff request
De Beers take more
care to submit
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have been edited in Version 3.
ENR is not suggesting that
other sections of the
submission have changed only
exercising due diligence.
Recommendation 1) ENR’s
review was restricted to the
sections identified by De
Beers. If other sections have
been edited or modified by
De Beers, De Beers should
clearly identify them.
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Section 1.5 - a reference was
added Section 2.2.3 - Pit Water
Quantities - This section was
adjusted in error including the
removal of Table 2.4 Summary of
Estimated Rates of Passive
Groundwater Inflows to Pits. The
entire section will be re-inserted
exactly as it was in Version 2.
Section 2.2.4 Water Quality
Projections - This section was
removed in error including Tables
2.5 and 2.6. The entire section
will be re-inserted exactly as it
was in Version 2. Section 2.3.1 minor wording adjustment to
include collection ponds, added
bullet that refers to decanting
water from fine PK facility to the
water management pond.
Section 2.3.2 - added the 'dyke
freeboard levels' to the list of
items to be considered when
considering timing and water
flow. Added bullet to Stage 1 list
to 'Decant water from the Fine
Processed Kimberlite Facility...".
Table 2.9 -added wording in the
row for 'Flow Mitigation' to..Area
8 'direct or' via Lake J1b.; -added
to Area 6 column CP2 to CP5,
'Hearne CP'; -added to 5034 Pit
Water 'or adjacent CPs' ; -added
to Hearne Pit Water 'or adjacent
CPs'; -added to Tuzo Pit Water 'or
adjacent CPs'; Section 2.3.5:
adjusted text including in Table
2.10 added row 'Hearne CP' and
upated timing of CP3 and CP4.
Table 2.10 adjusted the timing of
CP3 and CP4 to begin in Year 2 or
3 as opposed to Year 1; Added
row "Hearne CP" Section 2.3.7
Removed first paragraph as this is
covered already in the
Groundwater Management Plan
V.3.1 Section 2.2. Repeating the
same content in two different
plans makes updates to plans

comprehensive
Revision History
Tables when
updating or revising
any plans required
by the Licence.
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awkward and also increases the
chances of minor discrepencies
arising. -Included CPs in other
paragraphs within this section.
Section 2.3.9 added 'or other
designated storage areas' Section
2.3.10 Updated and added text to
address freshet as already
highlighted in the Version History
Table. Section 2.3.12 Updated
text to include information on
decanting from Fine PKC facility.
Table 2.15 In the Water Outputs
column, added 'or adjacent CPs'
to the Active 5034 Pit, Active
Hearne Pit, and Active Tuzo Pit
rows. Table 2.19 Updated table
to include 'Hearne CP' in the
Water Collection Pond CP3 row,
and to include a row for Hearne
CP and associated catchment
areas for each. Section 3.2.4.2
Removed 'Action Levels for
Groundwater Quality' as this
section is redundant with Section
7 of the Groundwater Monitoring
Program. Repeating the same
content in two different plans
makes updates to plans awkward
and also increases the chances of
minor discrepencies arising.
Section 5 References. Added a
reference to the collection ponds
CMP and detailed designs.
Appendix D - Predicted Water
Quality within Water
Management Pond, Gahcho Kue
Project, NT, Canada. This section
was removed in error. The entire
Appendix will be re-inserted
exactly as it was in Version 2.
2

Topic 2:
Comment Sections 2.3.5 and Mar 27: Confirmed.
Freshet Water 2.3.10 discuss freshet water
Management management related to the
timing of water storage and
discharge between collection
ponds, mined out pits and the
Water Management Pond. It
is ENR's understanding that all
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areas discussed are
designated water storage
areas and that this water will
not be discharged into the
environment.
Recommendation 1) ENR
requests that De Beers
confirm that all the areas
mentioned in these sections
represent designated water
storage areas and as such no
water is to be discharged or
released to the environment
from these areas.
3

Topic 3: Fine
Processed
Kimberlite
Containment
(PKC) Facility Decanting

Comment Section 2.3.12
discusses that the fine PKC
facility may require decanting
during the winter if ice lenses
form in Dyke L (filter dike) to
ensure free board is
maintained. Water will be
decanted from Area 2 into
Area 3 (Water Management
Pond). De Beers notes that
"low TSS water" will be
decanted from Area 2 to Area
3 and that, "water quality in
Area 2 and Area 3 will be
evaluated prior to any
decanting activities."
Recommendation 1) ENR
request the following
information from De Beers:
• Clarification on what is
meant by “low TSS
water”.
• Additional details on the
water quality evaluations
prior to decanting.

Mar 27: The term 'low TSS water'
was a general term used to refer
to water that has low enough TSS
so as to not put at risk planned
discharge to Lake N11 or A8 from
the water management pond. A
mass balance evaluation will be
carried out to consider the
influence of the TSS of the Area 2
water on Area 3/5 of the water
management pond. It is worth
noting that dyke L is not designed
to filter dissolved elements
therefore the evaluation will
focus on suspended solids. The
measured TSS of Area 2 and Area
3/5 and historical trends will be
used in the evaluation. This will
be compared to the action levels
and discharge limits for the Area
3/5 water to N11 (or Area 8) to
determine if pumping from Area
2 to Area 3 will negatively effect
the ability to discharge water
from Area 3 as per the water
license EQCs.

Acceptable
response.
Board staff request
De Beers submit a
revised Plan which
includes this new
information which
will help clarify the
decanting activities
of the Fine
Processed Kimberlite
Containment
Facility.

MVLWB: Angela Love
ID

Topic

1

Scope of
Review

Reviewer
Proponent Response
Comment/Recommendation

Board Staff Analysis

Comment As noted by De
Beers, the updated sections
include: 'Updated water
management plan for water
collection ponds and freshet

Board staff request
De Beers submit a
revised Plan which
includes this
information which
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because the changes were not
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water management (Sections
2.3.5 and 2.3.10). Addition of
FPK Facility decanting to allow
for Water License freeboard
requirements in the event of
Dyke L flow impedance.'
Board staff note that after
comparing Version 3 to the
previously approved Version
2, several sections have been
removed. These include (as
titled in Version 2): Appendix
D; Table 2.4, Section 2.2.4,
and the first paragraph in
Section 2.3.7.
Recommendation Please
provide rational as to why
these sections were removed
and why they were not
outlined in the revision
history table.
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material in nature. Minor
was removed in
changes were made thorughout error.
the document in order to align
with the material changes made
to Sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.10, and
2.3.12. We should have included
a sentence indicating that there
were 'minor changes throughout'
in the Version History. Specific
explanations for each section are
provided in response to ENR 1
above including the recognized
error in removing Appendix D,
Table 2.4, and Section 2.2.4.
Those sections were removed in
error due to an internal
miscommunication. They will be
re-instated in Version 3 exactly as
written and approved in Version
2.
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March 22, 2017

Jen Potten
Regulatory Officer
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
7th Floor – 4910 50th Avenue
P.O. Box 2130
Yellowknife, NT
X1A 2P6
Dear Ms. Potten,
Re:

DeBeers - Gahcho Kue
Water Licence – MV2005L2-0015
Operational Water Management Plan Version 3
Request for Comment

The Department of Environment and Natural Resources (ENR), Government of the
Northwest Territories has reviewed the plan at reference based on its mandated
responsibilities under the Environmental Protection Act, the Forest Management Act,
the Forest Protection Act, the Species at Risk (NWT) Act, the Waters Act and the
Wildlife Act and provides the following comments and recommendations for the
consideration of the Board.
Topic 1: Scope of Review
Comment(s):
Based on the revision table, it is ENR’s understanding that only sections 2.3.5, 2.3.10
and 2.3.12 have been updated in V.3 and as such the current review was limited to
those sections. ENR expects that these are the only sections of the plan that were
changed or revised by De Beers.

ENR is highlighting this as a caution only and that no other sections of the
submission have been edited in Version 3. ENR is not suggesting that other sections
of the submission have changed only exercising due diligence.
1

Recommendation(s):
1) ENR’s review was restricted to the sections identified by De Beers. If other

sections have been edited or modified by De Beers, De Beers should clearly
identify them.

Topic 2: Freshet Water Management
Comment(s):

Sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.10 discuss freshet water management related to the timing of
water storage and discharge between collection ponds, mined out pits and the
Water Management Pond. It is ENR’s understanding that all areas discussed are
designated water storage areas and that this water will not be discharged into the
environment.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR requests that De Beers confirm that all the areas mentioned in these

sections represent designated water storage areas and as such no water is to be
discharged or released to the environment from these areas.

Topic 3: Fine Processed Kimberlite Containment (PKC) Facility - Decanting
Comment(s):

Section 2.3.12 discusses that the fine PKC facility may require decanting during the
winter if ice lenses form in Dyke L (filter dike) to ensure free board is maintained.
Water will be decanted from Area 2 into Area 3 (Water Management Pond).

De Beers notes that “low TSS water” will be decanted from Area 2 to Area 3 and that,
“water quality in Area 2 and Area 3 will be evaluated prior to any decanting
activities.”
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR request the following information from De Beers:

• Clarification on what is meant by “low TSS water”.
• Additional details on the water quality evaluations prior to decanting.

2

Comments and recommendations were provided by ENR technical experts in the
Water Resources Division and the North Slave Region and were coordinated and
collated by the Environmental Impact Assessment Section, Conservation,
Assessment and Monitoring Division (CAM).
Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact Patrick
Clancy, Environmental Regulatory Analyst at (867) 767-9233 Ext: 53096 or
email patrick_clancy@gov.nt.ca.
Sincerely,

Patrick Clancy
Environmental Regulatory Analyst
Environmental Impact Assessment Section
Conservation, Assessment and Monitoring Division
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Government of the Northwest Territories

3

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR EXCEL TEMPLATE:
1. Do not leave blank rows above or between comments.
2. Do not modify or delete the instructions or the column headings (i.e. the grey areas).
3. Each comment must have an associated topic and recommendation.
4. All formatting (i.e. bullets) will be lost when this file is uploaded to the Online Comment Table.
5. If necessary, adjust the cell width and height in order to view all text.
6. Cutting and pasting comments from WORD documents cannot include hard returns (spaces between paragraphs).
7. If you would like to create paragraphs within a single cell, please use a proper carriage return (ALT & ENTER).
TOPIC

COMMENT

Be as specific as you think is appropriate; for example Comments should contain all the information needed for the
a section or page of the document, a
proponent and the Board to understand the rationale for the
recommendation #, general comment, etc.
accompanying recommendation.

Scope of Review

As noted by De Beers, the updated sections include: 'Updated water
management plan for water collection ponds
and freshet water management (Sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.10).
Addition of FPK Facility decanting to allow for Water License
freeboard requirements in the event of Dyke L flow
impedance.' Board staff note that after comparing Version 3 to the
previously approved Version 2, several sections have been removed.
These include (as titled in Version 2): Appendix D; Table 2.4, Section
2.2.4, and the first paragraph in Section 2.3.7.

